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Abstract
Recognition of human actions from video sequences is a very active area of research in Computer
Vision. An important step in any action recognition approach is the extraction of useful information
form a raw video data and its subsequent representation. The representation should account for the
variability that arises when arbitrary cameras capture humans performing actions.
UCF Computer Vision group has been very active in action recognition area. In this talk, I will
present our action recognition work employing a variety of representations: a single point,
anatomical landmarks on the human body, and complete contour of the human body. I will also
explicitly identify three important sources of variability: (1) viewpoint, (2) execution rate, and (3)
anthropometry of actors, and propose a model of human actions that allows us to address all three.
Our hypothesis is that the variability associated with the execution of an action can be closely
approximated by a linear combination of action bases in joint spatio-temporal space. We
demonstrate that such a model bounds the rank of a matrix of image measurements and that this
bound can be used to achieve recognition of actions based only on imaged data..
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